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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.60:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and

improvements

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented

SE-U-002 - Västmanland allow con�guration mandatory �elds from XML (13571)

SE-T-001 - Örebro allow con�guration of mandatory �elds from XML (13572)

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f623169327638
tel:441241613
tel:490212738


SC322 - SNOMED and ADS Updates (13019, 13586)

Minor update of the suspected diagnosis.

SW2.049 - Patient lea�ets (13503, 13507)

Implementation of possibility to send links to patient lea�ets to patient email. The

user selects lea�ets to share from a list view. The list of lea�ets is administered in

AdminTool.

SW2.064 - HALO Handover times �nal (13499, 13508)

SWASFT has implemented a process where Trust HALOs are cohorting patients at

the hospital. This enables the crew to hand over and become available to respond

to other incidents. To support this process, and allow the Trust to e�ectively report

on cohorting handovers, additional handover information has been added to the

ePR.

NI010 - ePCR Con�guration Updates (13501)

A set om minor ePR changes

NI011 - NIAS JR-CALC Links (13531)

Continued work to add new references to JR-CALC section.

INT009 - Export ECG directly to MUSE (13502, 13512)

The possibility to export directly to MUSE ECG Database has been implemented



Vestreviken - ePCR changes (12593, 13558)

Minor ePR changes

General changes and improvements

Automatical clean up of old ECG �les, SWAS (13543)

Changes to ePR regarding Intubation, NIAS (13595)

Fixes for NIAS UAT 4.59 feedback (13125)

Fix for pain score not being mandatory, SCAS (13561)

Improve speed of message subscription delivery with REST, Singapore (13514)

Improve REST and DBI subscription interoperability, Singapore (13580)

Improved search �lters for REST, Singapore (13581)

Added possibility to extract a care episode overview for data comparison between

data centers, Singapore (13582)

Fixes

Fixed problem with EnhancedZollMonitoring_Time, SWAS (13596)

Multiple measurement boxes behave strangely when closing one (13592)

Added more logging of playing sound (13590)

Export button was not enabled when server connection was restored (13589)

Fix for that pause mode didn't always disable the NIBP buttons (13588)



SWAS UAT 4.59 �xes (13587)

Fix for settings export/import-tool dropping Swedish characters in Admintool

(13584)

Added possibility to cycle Bluetooth drivers, this to allow �rmware updates made

by the Microsoft driver even when using the Ortivus Bluetooth driver as primary

(13576)

Updates to �eld headers in SG DASH Form, SWAS (13570)

Fix to make sure handover time is reported back to MIS, NIAS (13557)

Fixed that measurement of ECG voltage uses the same unit as ST level (13553)

Remove animation of real-time controls for monitor drawing (13345)

Fixed problem with NEWS2 FHIR updates, Kronoberg (13603)

Fixed error in REST when reading care episode con�guration, Singapore (13605)

Control of  Windows time server improved, NIAS (13620)

Fix of a report crashing with too much data in body map component, NIAS (13641)

Fixed error when trying to write data when ePR opened in read-only mode, SCAS

(13612, 13613 ) 

Fix of the wrong decimal character when using Zoll in Italy (13639)

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

• Italy

This is also a system component release for the following markets

• Singapore

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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